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The core question of how to counteract the rural exodus was 
discussed by decision-makers from politics and economy. 
The objective was to find practical solutions. How are things 
done elswhere, how can know-how be properly be applied in 
different circumstances?

Overcrowded 
Metropolises – 
Empty Provinces? 

10th Conference of European Regions and Cities in Vienna
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Energy is a core interest of all countries because it enables job creation, econo-
mic development and environment protection. 
In September 2011 the Sustainable Energy for All initiative was launched by 
UN Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon with the vision to show how governments, 
business and civil society, working in partnership can make sustainable ener-
gy for all a reality by 2030.
Today we face two urgent and interconnected challenges related to energy, 
firstly, energy access and secondly, waste and pollution.
Nearly one person in five on the planet still lacks access to electricity. More 
than twice that number rely on wood, coal, charcoal or animal waste for coo-
king and heating. This is a major barrier to eradicating poverty and building 
shared prosperity.
Where modern energy services are plentiful, the problem is different – waste 
and pollution. Emissions of carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases from 
fossil fuels are contributing to changes in the Earth’s climate that are causing 
widespread harm to lives, communities, infrastructure, institutions and bud-
gets. The key to both challenges is to provide sustainable energy for all – ener-
gy that is accessible, cleaner and more efficient.
Sustainable energy is about new opportunities. It enables businesses to grow, 
generates jobs, and creates new markets. Therefore, the Sustainable Energy 
for All initiative is a multi-stakeholder partnership between governments, the 
private sector, and civil society. It has three interlinked global targets to be 
achieved by 2030 including ensuring universal access to modern energy ser-
vices, doubling the global rate of improvement in energy efficiency, and dou-
bling the share of renewable energy in the global energy mix.
These three objectives, each one important in its own right, reinforce each 
other in important ways. For example, affordable renewable energy technolo-
gies bring modern energy services to rural communities where extension of 
the conventional power grid is prohibitively expensive and impractical. Bol-
stering energy efficiency can provide substantial cost savings to governments, 
businesses and households, while freeing up power for other more productive 
uses. Achieving the three objectives together will maximize development be-
nefits for cities and provinces.
The IRE´s valuable and important work to find sustainable solutions for issues 
of the subnational level will also bring benefits to the global level. Tackling the 
problems of energy supply and pollution in city centres affects the urban and 
rural areas alike. I want to thank Dr. Schausberger for the invitation and con-
gratulate the Institute of the Regions of Europe (IRE) on its 10th anniversary of 
the Conference of European Regions and Cities.
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Kandeh K. Yumkella
United Nations  Under-

Secretary-General, Special 
Representative of the Secretary-

General and Chief Executive 
Officer Sustainable Energy for 

All( SE4All)

UN Initiative
„Sustainable 

Energy for All“ night cannot and will not be tolerated.

Nevertheless, we should not turn a blind 
eye to the fact that the „west“ has also 
made crucial mistakes: as a result of its 
completely flawed neighbourhood policy 
with Ukraine, the European Union - alas, 
once again playing second fiddle to the 
United States - has played a decisive role 
in unleashing the greatest international 
crisis the European continent has seen 
since the war in the Balkans. The reasons 
lie in failure on the part of US and EU fo-
reign policy to understand the history of 
Ukraine.

With the fervour of missionaries deter-
mined to take over as the „standard-bear-
ers of European values“ in all corners of the 
continent and with all possible speed, the 
EU lost the ability to recognise national 
sensitivities, established power structures 
and long-standing features of traditional 
culture and identity, let alone incorporate 
them into its strategies.

The EU has failed to recognise that it is not 
enough to negotiate with the central po-
litical elite in Ukraine. The regional elites 
(as is the case in the Donetsk area) and 
the economic power groups and oligarchs 
(the „stagnarchs“, who are seeking to pro-
tect their own interests by obstructing any 
moves towards a market economy and 
a state based on the rule of law) exercise 
such far-reaching influence that the deci-
sion-making power of political authorities 
- including the deposed President Yanu-
kovych - is extremely limited unless they 
themselves have links to these groups.

The fact that the association agreement 
was not signed at the Vilnius Summit in 
November 2013 hardly came as a surpri-
se. Although Ukraine had been involved 
in the European Neighbourhood Policy 
since 2003, nothing tangible had been 
achieved. The EU was quite happy that the 
pro-European camp had political power 
from 2004, oblivious that it was treading 
on thin, treacherous ice, and spared not a 
thought for the eastern part of the coun-
try. What sheer naivety! The negotiations 
surrounding the association agreement 
had been running since 2008 - without 
Russia ever being involved as a partner. 
Regardless of Ukraine‘s economic plight 
and deep rifts, the EU expected the pro-
Russian president, Viktor Yanukovych, to 
meet all the political criteria laid down by 
the EU in order for the agreement to go 
ahead, without any special economic or 
financial assistance. Democracy, human 

OPINION
on current issue“by Franz Schausberger

Present-day centralist Ukraine will 
either have to become a federation or 
else risk being torn apart by its feuding 
factions.

Following the first few years of the transi-
tion process in Ukraine, the country‘s top 
priority must be to replace the centralist 
state presidential system with a demo-
cratic federal one. Eastern Europe expert 
Ernst Piehl already discussed this back in 
2004 in his book „The European Union‘s 
open flank“. At that time the „Orange Re-
volution“ candidate, Victor Yushchenko, 
had just been elected as the new President 
of Ukraine, despite brutal opposition, in-
cluding from Russia.

Today, Ukraine has not made any progress 
- quite the reverse. The Orange Revolution, 
which raised so many hopes and expecta-
tions, collapsed in complete disarray. The 
petty squabbles of its leaders, Victor Yush-
chenko and Julia Timoshenko, created 
friction and, at a time when Russia was 
nowhere near as strong as it is now, they 
failed to press ahead with the process of 
moving towards Europe and carrying out 
reforms that would bring peace to the di-
vided nation. This was the major downfall 
of the pro-Europeans in Ukraine.

Anyone who, like myself, paid frequent 
visits to western Ukraine at that time will 
have observed that people there had no 
idea of what was going on in the east of 
the country or of what was in the minds of 
the Russian population. No one ever went 
to that part of the country, with the excep-
tion of Crimea, which was seen as a cheap 
domestic seaside holiday destination.

Sadly, it would seem that an analysis of 
the current situation in Ukraine leaves 
people with only two options: either you 
are a „Putin sympathiser“ or you are a 
„supporter of the fascists in Kiev“. This just 
goes to show how urgent it now is to ad-
opt a nuanced approach.

Obviously, there can be no justification 
whatsoever for Russia‘s occupation of 
Crimea, which is in flagrant defiance of in-
ternational law. The fact that, at the start 
of the 21st century, part of the territory of 
a sovereign state has been annexed over-

Ukraine will have to become a federation – or risk disappearing
rights, plurality and a market 
economy may well be vitally 
important for Europe, but in a 
country with an average month-
ly income of EUR 190 - with huge 
regional variations - there are 
bound to be other priorities. 
Russia‘s counter-offer of eco-
nomic aid worth EUR 10 billion 
and cut-price Russian gas was 
always going to outdo the Euro-
pean proposal. Even though the 
new Ukrainian government has 
now signed the association ag-
reement, the country will not be 
a part of Europe for a very long 
time to come.

Given that Russia views Nato‘s 
expansion eastwards as a bre-
ach of contract on the part of 
the West, it hardly equates to the 
ideal image of a „peace project“ 
- as the EU would like to see it - if 
such an important neighbour as 
Russia is jealously excluded from 
enlargement activities that en-
croach on what has historically 
been its sphere of influence. As a 
convinced European, it is depressing to see 
that instead having a calming effect, this 
supposedly peaceful community is actual-
ly stoking the tensions with what can only 
be described as a series of major faux pas 
on the part of Europe‘s peace diplomats. 
Today, people in Ukraine are being killed 
needlessly, and mutual threats of tougher 
sanctions are never going to solve the pro-
blem. 

Let us go back to the proposal for a feder-
al Ukraine mentioned at the beginning. 
The idea will meet with scepticism from 
the US and the EU, although President 
Poroshenko‘s peace plan already propo-
ses decentralisation as a first step. One 
thing is clear: if the Russian population in 
the east is to be reconciled and united with 
the general government, trust must be 
built up and their cultural, linguistic and 
economic identity and self-government 
within the country guaranteed. This is the 
only way in which Ukraine will be able to 
preserve its present borders. Failing this, 
the pressure for secession will continue to 
build up and the country will ultimately 
disintegrate. 

Following Russia‘s annexation of the Au-
tonomous Republic of Crimea, Ukraine 
continues to be a centralist presidential 
state with 24 oblasts (regions) and the 

city of Kiev, which has special status. 78% 
of the population is Ukrainian and 17% 
Russian. Ukrainians make up the majority 
in all the oblasts, although the Russians 
have a sizeable minority (around 38%) in 
the oblasts of Lugansk and Donetsk, the 
bastions of the separatist movement. The 
oblasts are merely administrative districts 
of the central government, with governors 
nominated by the president. Obviously no 
government, no matter what its colour, 
will readily concede this power.

Constitutional reform will have to lead to 
the federalisation of this country, with its 
46 million inhabitants, possibly in several 
stages. The German or Austrian models 
might be suitable examples. The EU could 
play a useful advisory role here. The popu-
lation of a region should at least be able 
to elect its own regional parliamentary 
assembly and thereby indirectly have a 
say in the choice of regional government 
and governor. A second chamber would 
create an opportunity for the regions to 
participate in the country‘s political life 
at national level. All this must be accom-
panied by moves to strengthen local self-
government politically and financially.

Present-day centralist Ukraine will eit-
her have become a federation or else risk 
being torn apart by its feuding factions.

The Majdan in Kiev



Europe 2050: 
Overcrowded 
Metropolises, 

Empty Provinces?
A GlobAl PArliAmEnt of mAyors

ThE INCREASING ECoNoMIC INFLUENCE oF URBAN CENTRES MUST BE REFLECTED IN ThE DECISIoN-
MAKING poWER oF CITIES, pLEADED pRoF. BENJAMIN R. BARBER (phoTo RIGhT) AT ThE 10Th CoNFE-
RENCE oF EURopEAN REGIoNS AND CITIES IN ThE VIENNA CITy hALL. CITIES ShoULD BE AWARDED A 
MoRE IMpoRTANT RoLE oN ThE NATIoNAL AND GLoBAL STAGE. MAyoRS ARE ThE BEST poLITICIANS 

BECAUSE ThEy RESpoND DIRECTLy To SpECIFIC pRoBLEMS, ExpLAINED ThE FAMoUS AMERICAN 
poLITICAL SCIENTIST AND AUThoR FURThER. MAyoRS ARE NEIGhBoURS IN poWER. AT ThE SAME 

TIME, CITIzENS CAN pARTICIpATE DIRECTLy IN LoCAL poLITICS, INFLUENCE poLICy oUTCoMES AND, 
ThUS, BENEFIT FRoM BETTER SERVICES, SUCh AS A MoRE EqUITABLE TAx STRUCTURE. hoWEVER, 
BARBER’S VISIoN GoES oNE STEp FURThER: ThE CoNCEpT oF A CITy IS oLDER ThAN ThAT oF ThE 

NATIoN STATE; ThEREFoRE, BARBER CALLS FoR ThE ESTABLIShMENT oF A GLoBAL pARLIAMENT oF 
MAyoRS. CITIES WoRK IN NETWoRKS AND CAN RESpoND To GLoBAL pRoBLEMS, Too. URBAN AREAS 
ARE GRoWING RApIDLy AND ARE BECoMING INCREASINGLy IMpoRTANT, AS MoRE ThAN 70% oF ThE 

WoRLD’S popULATIoN ALREADy LIVE IN ToWNS AND CITIES. 

The issue of the global imbalance between cities and the coun-
tryside was discussed during the three-day conference titled 
“EUroPE 2050: overcrowded metropolises – Empty Prov-
inces?” organized by the IRE. Various panel discussions took 
place on topics such as regional transport, energy systems, 
broadband and regional tourism. Experts from economics, pol-
itics and science discussed the development and best-practice 

examples for the future. prominent speakers such as Special 
Representative of the UN Secretary-General and Chief Execu-
tive for Sustainable Energy, Kandeh K. Yumkella, the deputy 
head of the Directorate-General for Regional and Urban Devel-
opment of the European Commission, Madeleine Mahovsky, 
and professor Barber („If Mayors ruled the World“, 2014) spoke 
at the conference. 

10th Conference of European Regions and Cities in Vienna, 28. – 30.09.2014
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        Half of the Austrian Municipalities are 
Affected by Emigration

Will growing cities and shrinking regions lead to a polarization 
of the European society? In Austria, half of all municipalities 
are affected by the phenomenon of emigration to urban areas. 
It is not possible to stop this trend or reverse it, but there are 
successful measures to mitigate it, stated IRE Chairman franz 
Schausberger. A coordinated package of measures would be 
necessary to counter this phenomenon. however, these meas-
ures are currently out of reach. The federal government must set 
up an inter-ministerial working group to draw a comprehensive 
approach against the rural exodus. The structural change could 

of almost 100% in just one quarter of a century. Currently 1.7 
million people live in Vienna and its surroundings. The coun-
try exodus to the cities continues to cause problems in urban 
areas. one of the biggest challenges for  the city is transport 
infrastructure. The city of Vienna started the “Smart Cities Vi-
enna” initiative in 2011. The central objective is to ensure and 
improve ecological, economic and social efficiency. It is not 
only a technical construct but also a social one.  The approach 
of Austria’s capital was proven successful as it moved up to 3rd 
place in this year’s worldwide ranking of smart cities, right after 
Copenhagen and Amsterdam. Vienna shows even more poten-
tial for innovative ideas: mobility network services will be pro-
vided, so-called digital mobility assistants, guiding the way us-
ing all available means of transport, whether public or private. 
The foundation for such initiatives are pioneer projects such as 
SMILE, which is being launched in cooperation with public util-
ity companies the Wiener Stadtwerke, Wiener Linien and ÖBB. 
The capital of Slovenia has made major step in the same di-
rection. Ljubljana was gradually made car-free since 2007, 
reported the Deputy Mayor of Ljubljana,  tjasa ficko. Many 
protesters reacted with demonstrations at the beginning. 
It is an important goal, however, to change people’s habits 
by offering alternative means of transportation, so citizens 
do not miss their cars. New bridges were built to shorten 
distances, and a new bike rental system was set up in a very 
similar fashion to the systems in paris or Vienna. however, 
the process is not yet fully completed. In addition to the 
11-hectare pedestrian zone in the city centre, more green 
spaces are being made available for the citizens. For their ef-
forts, the city was awarded “European Green Capital 2016”. 

Regional Visions for the Digital Infrastructure 
of the future

Currently Austria has a broadband shortage problem. Schaus-
berger has pointed out, that Switzerland, Scandinavia and Ba-
varia have recently invested much more in Internet access than 
Austria. Investments need to be made in these regions, where 
the expansion does not necessarily pay off economically, in or-
der to attract investors and companies. The Austrian Institute of 
Economic Research has calculated that investing 1.5 billion euros 
in broadband would create about 64.000 jobs. The widespread 
provision of broadband must be a fundamental right, with the 
ultimate goal of universal Internet coverage in the country. 
Rapid development of Internet access accelerates the global 
demand. The Internet acts as a platform that grants us the 
ability to communicate and access shared information. More 
importantly this connecting of people plays a crucial role not 
only for individuals but also for the governing structures as a 
manner of recently developing e-governance. 

however, there is still a long way to ensure equal Internet ac-
cess on a worldwide basis. It is not a matter of vital areas where 
the demand has been satisfied rather, it is a question how to 
provide the rural areas with easily accessible and well-func-
tioning Internet. We are currently at the point of a rural revolu-
tion and it is our role to provide digital infrastructure to every-
one. In order to ensure this infrastructure develops toward a 
global level we shall start locally.  Thus, municipal cooperation 
in rural areas is required to ensure effective satisfaction of local 
demand. 

one of the solutions at hand is utilizing broadband Internet 
as an infrastructure mean. Broadband Internet does not only 
call for a digitizing of the economy. It influences the quality of 

life, creation of values as well as market access. however, the 
division of costs between the public and private sectors con-
stitutes a question mark in terms of its economic viability. It 
remains unclear how to divide the costs of such a bridging 
technology. From the private investor’s perspective, broad-
band Internet is seen as a long-term investment facing various 
obstacles as unpredictable risk rates, unclear market compe-
tition, unstable market rules (short term regulatory measures 
versus long term investments) and time horizons. In order to 
ensure feasibility of the project the protection of investments 
by the public authorities would be required.

The next ambitious objective is to provide 50% of households 
with broadband by the year 2020. The future visions include 
various ideas as for instance online doctor visits, online medi-
cal alerts, online public administration, etc. of course, there 
are diverse future challenges that must be addressed in order 
to establish a sound roadmap. A clear-cut frame work hand in 
hand with a private investment financing, politically backed up 
and supported is a substantial requirement to ensure further 
development of this future key issue. 

from left: Alfred rauscher (r-Kom GmbH), thomas Arnold-
ner (Alcatel-Lucent Austria AG), Marcus Grausam (A1 Tele-
kom Austria AG), Eva Konzett (Wirtschaftsblatt), Werner 
Weihs-raabl (Erste Group bank AG), Dieter Weber (Wien 
Energie GmbH) and Ernst-Olav Ruhle (SBR-net Consulting 
AG)

from left: filip radunovic (Erste foundation), Vea Kaiser 
(Writer), franz schausberger (irE), Eric frey (Der stan-
dard), Benjamin R. Barber (Author), Madeleine Mahovsky 
(EU Commission)

markus Gratzer (ÖHV), Georg folian (warimpex), nikki 
Harramach (business Consultant), lutz Hertel (Geman 
Wellness Association) and roland lymann (institute for 
Tourism Industry, Lucerene, CH)

Haris Piplas (EtH Zürich), tibor schlosser (City of bratis-
lava), tjasa ficko (Vicemayor of ljubljana), Claus reitan 
(Journalist), robert thaler (Austrian federal ministry of 
Agriculture), Dominik Gries (Wiener linien)

FOCUS
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in Vienna
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Association of European 
Border Regions (AEBR)

Union of Slovakian 
Towns and Cities

Union of District Coucils of 
the Republic of Moldova

Association of Romanian Municipalities
Croatian Institute of Local 

Government

Association 
of Municipali-

ties in the Repu-
blic of Croatia

be averted through concentrated tourism in some regions.  
Madeleine Mahovsky does not see Europe´s future in over-
crowded cities and empty provinces. Such an unbalanced 
scenario is unlikely, due to the EU Regional policy, which is 
constantly working on that issue. In recent years the cohesion 
policy has not only focused to  decrease economic dispari-
ties within the EU, but also to bring the Union’s overall  strat-
egy into conformity. The Treaty of Lisbon defines the territorial 
cohesion as a policy objective. The next budget period (2014-
2020) provides 325 Billion EUR to help achieve maximum effect 
in growth and employment measures. Three new elements are 
essential to implement these measures effectively and achieve 
tangible results. Firstly, targeted use of resources in the growth 
sector, secondly, working result-oriented, which means clear 
and transparent measurable objectives to guarantee account-
ability. Thirdly, the ”ex-ante conditionality”, which means that 
preconditions must be fulfilled before the financial resources 
are granted. The EU promises less bureaucracy, increasingly 
supporting cross-border initiatives and more financial instru-
ments for SMEs. 
An advantage of the seven-year budget plan of the EU is, that 
it provides predictability to investors, which is invaluable for 
leveraging other funds. No government subject to an electoral 
cycle can do this. The level of regional funding from the nation 
state varies annually. Regional representatives cannot invest or 
plan far into the future, which makes private and public invest-
ments unstable. The EU Budget plan guarantees security and 
predictability. Cities profit greatly from the new funding period 
because it guarantees more authorization. Cities are no longer 
passive receivers of the funds but play an active role and can 
develop urban networks with innovative approaches, which al-
lows them a privileged access to the European network.

spa and Wellness regions as Human recreation 
Areas

Wellness is easily linked to the rural area. Even though cities 
also offer wellness treatments like sauna, yoga classes or public 
pools, the scope is different. In order to experience silence and 
peace to get away from the every-day life a weekend trip to 
a wellness resort in the countryside is highly suggested as a 
means of recuperation and relaxation. The experts discussed 
the issue of employment in the rural area, which is linked to the 
urban exodus. The migration of inhabitants from the rural area 
to the cities makes it difficult to find employees for the resorts. 
young people prefer working in an urban area because of the 
rich infrastructure and cultural events. 
 
Vienna expects three million inhabitants by 
2040: A Challenge for infrastructure

According to latest estimates Greater Vienna will grow to 3 
million inhabitants in the next 25 years, which is an increase 
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Small-and-Medium-Enterprises – The Chance 
for Poor regions

Small-and-Medium-Enterprises (SME) are the biggest employ-
ers in Europe hiring two-thirds of the population. The pos-
sibilities for expanding SMEs are limited and tough, because 
exporting is not affordable. The enterprises need to progress 
steadily in terms of professionalism, investment and innova-
tion. Therefore, employees need to undergo training to acquire 
integrated knowledge and skills, said Slavica Singer, professor 
at osijek University in Croatia.
  
A small company starts its business and grows if successful. 
The expansion of facility, material, human resources or even 
export requires a lot of information. Banks are often not the 
best points of contact because they are concentrated on their 
own benefits. Education of the employees is also a big benefit. 
Unfortunately, SMEs very often have no time for further train-
ing because they need to focus on the work to make a profit. 

margarete Kriz-Zwittkovits, the SME-Representative from 
the Vienna Economic Chamber, calls for a simplification of the 
SME structure. SMEs are the core of the economy, but they are 
still structured very complicated. SMEs in Austria cannot com-
ply with all the regulations and rules. Now many efforts are be-
ing made to simplify the procedure. 
Growth and investment is of crucial interest for the EIB, which 
was represented by hakan Lucius at the conference. Some 
states cannot support the SME financially because they cut 
back on the funds. This is why the EIB is taking over. A mix of 
big enterprises and SMEs is needed in order to have a well-
balanced economy.

The 10th anniversary of the Conference of European Regions 
and Cities was a great success. 300 participants from 21 Eu-
ropean countries attended the conference, which shows the 
big interest and willingness to tackle the issues that affect the 
sub-national level. The participants enjoyed the international 
atmosphere, especially during the social events such as the 
Welcome Dinner and the operetta Evening.

A spirited and highly entertaining evening with Vienna operettas, titeled „From Vi-
enna to Varaždin“, was organised by Benn Ibler The Law Firm in cooperation with 
AMIS, an International Cultural Foundation. Stefan Eder (photo right, in the center), 
partner of Benn-Ibler Law Firm and Vice Chairman of the IRE invited the guests to 
the beautiful historic inner courtyard of palais Ephrussi, headquater of the company.

The participants of the conference got together at the Welcome Dinner in a traditi-
onal Austrian restaurant for networking (photo right below).

The IRE team around Secretary-General Joachim Fritz (center) did its best to make 
the guests comfortable during their stay at the conference (photo left below).

Making our guests comfortable

FOCUS
10th CERC
in Vienna

Horst Heitz (smE Europe), margarete Kriz-Zwittkovits (Vi-
enna Economic Chamber), Claus reitan (Journalist), Peter 
Voithofer (Austrian Institute for SME Research), Slavica 
Singer (University of Osijek) and Hakan Lucius (EIB Luxem-
burg).

FOCUS
10th CERCin Vienna

Dejan ilic (scientist and manager), Detlef fischer (Union of 
bavarian Energy- and Waterscience), irmgard Kischko (Der 
Kurier), robert Zeiner (Austrian Development Agency), Ul-
rike baumgartner-Gabitzer (Austrian Power Grid AG), Joa-
chim fritz (irE) and Andreas Eigenbauer (Energy Expert 
City of Vienna).
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der Landsleute leben gerne in Oberösterreich97 %

fühlen sich eng mit unserem Bundesland verbunden96 %

sagen: Das Land entwickelt  
sich in die richtige Richtung68 %

der jungen Menschen schauen  
optimistisch in die Zukunft70 %

www.land-oberoesterreich.gv.at

Quelle: SPECTRA Marktforschung; Repräsentative telefonische Umfrage in OÖ mit 2.000 Befragten im April/Mai 2014.

OBERÖSTERREICH TUT MEHR.
OBERÖSTERREICH IST LEBENSQUALITÄT.
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By Thomas Rothrock

After all the hype, fuss, threats and promises Scotland final-
ly has its answer to their 2014 question of independence. 
The result was a resounding No. Scottish Unionists came 
out on top with a count of 2,001,926 and 55.3% of the vote 
(Gaurdian, 2014).  The yes Campaign was not too far be-
hind though. They managed to gain 1,617,989 votes with 
an overall percentage of 44.7 (Guardian, 2014). The voter 
turnout was a striking 84.6%. It was truly a remarkable 
display of democratic participation especially when one 
considers that in the 2011 elections only 50.6% came out 
to vote (Denver, 2011). The Better Together campaign suc-
ceeded despite some wary tactics, including a belittling 
advert directed towards undecided women voters, which 
caused a bit of fury (Wilkinson, 2014). It seems that a sense 
of Britishness still clings to the majority of Scots. The yes 
boys and girls now wallow in defeat with the rough feeling 
that somehow fear has won over -what was for them- com-
mon sense. out of the 32 Council areas in Scotland only 
four saw a majority voting for independence. These were 
the councils of Dundee in the northeast, the city of Glas-
gow and two of its neighboring areas, West Dunbartons-
hire and North Lanarkshire. This does not come as a surpri-
se. Glasgow is one of the most under-developed cities in 
the entirety of the UK and is the city that has felt the most 
disillusioned with Westminster’s conservative politics. one 
man in Glasgow was even arrested for trying to sell his vote 
on eBay, emphasizing the city’s condition and mentality 

The Union Carries On 
to Fight another Day

towards politics in general (BBC, 2014). out of these four 
independent leaning council areas none were able to mu-
ster a substantial lead and only narrowly gained a victory, 
whereas the No votes had a considerable lead in almost 
every other council. The top councils who came out most 
strongly against a yes were the Scottish Borders, Dumfries 
and Galloway, which took 66.6% and 65.7% of their respec-
tive council vote to stay with the union. This makes sense, 
as they are the two councils that directly border England 
and possibly had the most to lose from independence. ho-
wever, it was the far and away orkney Islands that took the 
most hardened stance against a new country with 67.2% 
of their council vote. The results show that Better Together 
was successful in making the Union the best option for vo-
ters. So where did the yes campaign lose the steam it had 
been gaining all the way up to the referendum?  

pre-referendum polls had been showing a surge in yes 
voters towards the end of the campaign but in the end it 
failed to hold on to that momentum. While many of tho-
se pushing for independence fully believed that a better 
Scotland needed radical change it was the undecided vo-
ters that needed to be swayed to secure a victory. In the 
end most of those undecided chose the safest option and 
not the most radical. The Scottish National party (SNp) had 
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many noble causes on their side, ranging from nuclear disar-
mament to cleaner energy, but they failed to focus the referen-
dum around a clear and safe ideology. This allowed uncertain-
ties and concerns over the economy to trump the risk of a new 
self-governed nation. Stephen Daisley, a political journalist,  
points out in his own analysis that although a vision of an inde-
pendent Scotland was made by the SNp, it was not a vision that 
could convince people that a severed country could provide 
security for their families –or wallets- (Daisley, 2014). Concerns 
for a stable currency and over fleeing businesses brought too 
much uncertainty and so most Scots went to the ballot saying 
“No Thanks”.  

Those that did choose yes and were pushing for momentous 
change are handling their defeat in various ways. Two separate 
petitions have gathered 150,000 signatures demanding for a 
recount, citing alleged evidence of vote fraud (pressTV, 2014). 
Alternative media has even helped start a new campaign for 
independence called ‘We are the 45%’ who claim that the fight 
is not over (Smith, 2014).  SNp boss and First Minister Alex Sal-
mond has stated that he will be stepping down in November. 
he also made claims that the Scottish peopled had been tri-
cked into voting No (hui, 2014). yet, while some Scots are pla-
ying the sore looser card, others are taking the defeat in stride. 

Tommy Sheridan, one of the most prominent independence 
activists, is already preparing for a 2020 independence refe-
rendum and is urging voters to continue to accept the SNp in 
next elections (heraldScotland, 2014). Mr. Sheridan has made 
it clear that politics is no longer a politician’s game and though 
his socialist leanings make him a bitter ally to the SNp he still 
thinks they are the best chance for independence. 

Although independents were defeated the debate alone has 
sparked a larger sense of political power through participation 
among the people, the relationship between those governed 
and those who govern is being changed throughout the whole 
kingdom. Citizens across the political spectrum of the UK and 
particularly Scotland have woken up and become more invol-
ved. This is something that every democracy should strive to do 
if they want to maintain a healthy and dynamic balance throug-
hout the population. London allowed this referendum to take 
place and this certainly needs to be commemorated, but they 
should have predicted that even a No vote would stir the enti-
re country to ask for change. When Westminster promised to 
devolve more powers in the case of No victory it caught the at-
tention of some emerging decentralists in rest of the UK. More 
devolution is now starting to be sought after by Manchester, 
yorkshire, and of course Wales (Sandle/young, 2014).           www

www  In the coming years it will be up to Westminster to 
show that they will not ignored those they represent, or as in 
quebec we may see a return of the referendum and not just in 
Scotland. Although some see the cause of most problems to 
be the Union’s fault, the UK does provide a starting point and 
strong foundation to make real change possible (White, 2014). 
Whether that positive change will follow is now up to the Mps 
and if they can’t deliver the people will surely step in as they 
have done in Scotland. 

Interestingly enough, now that Scotland remains in the UK the 
chances of Britain exiting the EU have now dropped signifi-
cantly. The Labour party without the loss Scotlands Mps now 
stands a good chance of winning the next general election and 
putting a stop to David Cameron’s conservative led Brexit vote. 
This could be good news for Europe. With Britain remaining in 
the EU it will provide an example of how to deal with –or how 
not to deal with- similar secessionist movements like Scotland 
that have been cropping up elsewhere on the continent.  Ca-
talonia, Basque, Südtirol, Venice, Sardinia, and numerous other 
independence hot spots have all been closely watching how 
Britain and Scotland’s dance will play out.  Many are worried 
that this will all lead to a violent balkanization of the EU, but it 
need not play out that way. All these regions are merely asking 
for is to be heard, for better representation, and for more trust-
worthy institutions. Leopold Kohr advocated in his book ‚The 
Break Down of Nations‘ that it is smaller states that should be 
promoted in the world. he spoke of how in these small states 
the citizen has greater influence on institutions, that with re-
gional autonomy economic problems are countered more 
easily, and that culture is allowed to flourish without the loss 
of wealth to state spectacles or military adventures. he wrote 
that his advocacy for smaller states and not bigger ones is “not 
to furnish another of those fantastic plans for eternal peace so 
peculiar to our time. It is to find a solution to our worst social 

evils, not a way to eliminate them.” (Kohr, 1957). Still questions 
remain. Will Britain and the EU break down into secessionist 
violence? Will Scotland hold yet another referendum for inde-
pendence? Will the Catalans get their own chance to vote? The 
outcome of these dilemmas will all depend on how well the 
powers that be and the institutions that we have today can 
communicate with their populations, as well as how strongly 
they can commit to solving problems through compromise 
and greater citizen involvement in politics.
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45 percent in favour of the Scottish independence means a 
high proportion of dissatisfaction with the central govern-
ment in London, which  represents a major challenge for the 
British Government. Britain will never be the same after the 
result of the referendum. The promised commitments for more 
autonomy need to be implemented rapidly. It can be assumed 
with certainty that a next vote on independence would bring 
a clear majority for secession, should the government in Lon-
don delay its reforms.  What the reforms for more autonomy 
will look like in detail, must be negotiated in the next months 
and decided before the general election in Great Britain in May 
2015. Especially the right to retain a larger share of own tax 
revenues and decide on the its distribution is on the table for 
Scotland. Should the British government agree with this re-

nunciation of power, the Scots would govern largely on their 
own in the future. The referendum for Scotland has paid off.
The handling of the Scottish independence in the UK is a shi-
ning example. It was very clever on the part of the central go-
vernment to allow the referendum. In case of a prohibition of 
the referendum, the mood in Scotland would have been much 
more radical for Scottish independence. The Scottish examp-
le poses a guideline for the government in Spain, which deals 
with the independence movement in Catalonia. If the govern-
ment in Madrid holds on to its refusal of the referendum, the 
number of those who argue in favour of independence will 
continue to grow rapidly. The Spanish government still has 
the possibility to change its course, allow a referendum and 
achieve that Catalonia stays a part of Spain.

45 percent in favour of independence is a major challenge for London



Regional Elections in Saxony, Germany

German Eurosceptics with 14 state seats in 
Saxony

The first German regional elections after the summer break 
took place in the state of Saxony on August 31st, 2014. The 
CDU prime Minister Stanislaw Tillich confidently won the 
state elections with 39.4 percent of the votes, with a slight loss 
compared to the last elections in 2009. The Christian Demo-
cratic Union (CDU) has been ruling Saxony ever since the fall 
of the iron curtain.

Saxony is one of the five Bundesländer (states) of the former 
German Democratic Republic and the most populous state in 
eastern Germany with a conservative stronghold.

The second strongest force is the Left party, with 18.9 percent. 
The social-democratic party SpD has improved slightly with 
12.4 percent of the votes. During the election campaign, Mar-
tin Dulig, chairman of the Saxonian SpD, had repeatedly con-
firmed that he would like to govern with the CDU. A newcomer 
to the Saxonian parliament is the euro critical party „Alternati-
ve für Deutschland“ (AfD – Alternative for Germany). The par-
ty of frauke Petry has  got 9.7 percent of the votes. The AfD 
continues to attract voters at regional level, after its success in 
the European elections in May. The AfD has tried to broaden its 
appeal to conservative voters by complementing its criticism 
on the single European currency with restrictions on migration 
and measures intended to promote bigger families.

The liberal FDp remains at 3.8 percent, below the five-percent 
threshold. They have lost all their seats in the parliament and 
their participation in the regional government. The election 
pointed to a further decline of the Free Democrats (FDp), who 
had governed in coalition with Chancellor Merkel at federal le-
vel until last year. Therefore, the CDU must look for a new coali-
tion partner. The Greens have received 5.7 percent of the votes, 
the far-right NpD has to leave the parliament with only 4.95 
percent of the votes. This results in 59 seats for the CDU in the 
regional parliament, 27 seats for the Left party, 18 seats for the 
SpD, 14 seats for the AfD and 8 mandates for the Green party.

The CDU remains the strongest party. Tillich, who took the of-
fice in May 2008, will form a government again and is currently 
working on a coalition agreement with the SpD. The Social De-
mocrats have good chances to become the CDU´s new coaliti-
on partner, especially after the failure of the FDp. CDU and SpD 
had already ruled Saxony from 2004 to 2009. 

only 48 percent of all eligible voters went to the polls (in 2009 
52.2 percent). The elections took place on the last day of sum-
mer holidays in Saxony, which is probably the reason for the 
low turnout. 

results of the Elections (in %, in comparison to 2009)

CDU Left Party SPD AfD Greens

39,4 18,9 12,4 9,7 5,7

-0,8 -1,7 +2,0 + 9,7 -0,7

 

Regional Elections in Brandenburg and 
Thüringen

East-German Party Politics and the new right

by Thomas Rothrock

Two of the former GDR’s states (German Democratic Republic) 
have held their elections in Germany this past September 14th. 
In both Brandenburg and Thüringen state elections have seen 
most parties retain their rankings but with some strange cir-
cumstances and some new ones have also entered the picture. 
The Alternative für Deutschland party (AfD) has proven that 
some Germans are looking for a different approach to politics, 
although it may be an unconventional one. The party was only 
founded a little over a year ago but is already sweeping up 
votes in several German states this year. of course room had 
to be made for such a party to even exist and this means that 
some parties have failed to reach the 5% election threshold 
this year while the more popular parties have started to see 
some of their votes going to AfD.

Brandenburg

The voter turnout in Brandenburg was an unfortunate 47,9%. 
This was considerably low compared to the 67% who came out 
to vote in 2009. The SpD stumbled again but caught itself this 
year, only losing one seat and remaining the top party with 
30 seats in the Landtag (regional parliament). however, since 
Brandenburg reunited with Germany and after the elections in 
1994, the SpD has seen their influence steadily decline. In 1994 
they had 52 seats, ten years later they have lost almost half of 
that support. The CDU pushed to gain two more seats leaving 
them with 21. In the first 1990 election the CDU had won 27 

seats but since then they have 
hovered around 20 in the Land-
tag, making little progress. The 
Linke, which usually tends to do 
well in East German states, saw a 

stanislaw tillich, President of saxony   
Source: stern.de ©: Reuters

Dietmar Woidke, President of 
Brandenburg 
Source: sueddeutsche.de ©:dpa
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striking drop in votes. They lost a total of nine seats bringing 
their final seat count to 17. This is the lowest number of seats 
they have had since the first election when they received 13. 
This significant drop may be partly due to the AfD. however, 
they will continue to govern from a strong position, as it looks 
like Brandenburg’s SpD will form a coalition with the Linke, 
keeping the Landtag under control by the left. AfD, a relatively 
new party, came in fourth snatching 11 seats from incumbents. 
It was stated that 19,000 voters left the Linke to vote for AfD. 
This is quite curious considering that most of the AfD’s suppor-
ters tend to lean to the right. Although the AfD is snatching 
voters from the left side of the political spectrum, it has been 
pointed out that the left parties in the east of Germany are less 
‘left’ than their counterparts in the west. The Linke in the east 
seems to operate more or less as a conservative peoples party 
or regional party. It is then not surprising that the AfD, known 
for being anti-euro, managed to shift some of the Linke voters 
to their cause. The Alliance ‘90/Green party also managed to 
add a new seat, putting six of their own in the Brandenburg 
Landtag. however, there was also another newcomer, the Free 
Voters, who came in sixth winning three seats. 

The Free Voters (Freie Wähler) are an association of people who 
have declined to register to a specific political party. There is 
more than just one group of Free Voters, as they tend to focus 
on either local or regionally specific politics. They are active in 
each of the German states but usually do better in the south 
and with conservatives who care more about local decisions 
than party politics. It is interesting to see that they have ma-
naged to grab a few seats in the northeastern state, as well as 
the fact that they received 1.46% of the national vote in the 
2014 European parliamentary elections this past May, retur-
ning their single MEp.

Results of the regional elections in Brandenburg  (in%, 
compared to 2009) 

SPD CDU Left Party AfD Greens
31,9 23,0 18,6 12,2 6,2
-1,1 +3,2 -8,6 +12,2 +0,5

thüringen

From Brandenburg we move south to Thüringen where the vo-
ter turnout was only 52.7% and the CDU remains the leading 
party in the Landtag. The CDU added four more seats for their 
party and remain in the lead with 34 seats, unsurprising since 
they have always came out on top in Thüringen elections. ho-
wever, this year the SpD had a chance to break the CDU’s almost 
25 yearlong reign. The Linke came in second adding one seat 
to total 28 in the Landtag, while the SpD lost six seats bringing 
them to 12. yet, even though the SpD saw a tremendous loss 
they landed themselves in a position to be the king makers of 
this election. The SpD had its pick of Black (CDU) or Red (Linke) 
to form a coalition with. In the end they chose Linke, and Bodo 
Ramelow will become the first Linke Minister-president in Ger-
many ending the CDU’s 24-year rule in the state. however, an 
agreement must be reached between the SpD, Linke and the 
Greens over a dilemma on how to refer to the DDR, as well as 
some other party-to-party reconciliation. The AfD received the 
same amount of votes as their counterparts in Brandenburg, 

Bodo Ramelow, 
Chairman of the 
left Party
©: dpa

leaving them with 11 seats. 
The Greens held tight to their 
six seats, keeping them in 
fifth place. The Free Democra-
tic party (FDp) tried to do the 
same but lost the seven seats 
they had won last year and 
failed to make it over the 5% 
vote hurdle.  

The AfD have gone beyond 
what they were expected to 
achieve in Saxony, Brandenburg, and Thüringen, putting sand 
into the motor. The CDU’s strategy to ignore them has ultima-
tely failed. Although they failed to pass the 5% threshold last 
year they still managed to win 7 of Germany’s 96 seats in the 
European parliament this past May. It seems clear that some 
Germans are unsatisfied with how the EU has handled the re-
cent economic crisis. Bernd Lucke, who founded the party in 
April 2013, claims that they are neither right nor left of the tra-
ditional political spectrum. They assert that they are anti-euro 
but not anti-EU. For them the use of a single currency is seen 
as a mistake that will stagnate the EU for years to come. They 
have been described as having a soft euro-skepticism. They 
are also not alone. They have joined other euro-skeptic parties 
from across Europe in the EU parliament who also would like to 
see away with the euro currency. however, while Lucke claims 
his party is not right wing or conservative there are several si-
gns that this might just be wishful thinking. First of all, 22 of 
the new positions taken have been from conservative parties. 
Second, even though 19,000 voters moved from Linke to AfD, 
in East Germany this means something different. Lucke has of-
fered this fact as evidence that the AfD is off the political spec-
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trum. yet, the left in the east are less left than those in the west. 
If AfD plans on gaining momentum in other German states 
it will be much harder to do in West Germany. Rainer van 
Raemdonck and Thomas Jung, both originally FDp, will now 
represent AfD in the potsdamer Landtag. Another reason they 
are more likely a conservative leaning party is because of Jörg 
Henke. Henke had previously been associated with the left, 
but now as a member of AfD he has claimed that his member-
ship is to a right-conservative party. As much as Lucke might 
like to believe he is transcending politics the party clearly leans 
to the right. he also stated that part of the reason why their 
party even exists is because the CDU has slid more and more to 
the left. AfD voters today have a real resentment towards the 
old parties and think that politics needs an alternative. The AfD 
now wants to use the positive results they have achieved to try 
and gain new members. Membership for the AfD seems to be 
somewhat of a problem because while many want to vote for 
them, few are willing to join. 

Two questions remain. The first, will the AfD continue to rise 
and gain support, possibly teaming up with other euro-skeptic 
parties to make some sort of change? or will we see another 
pirate party incident, where a new party emerges, fails to orga-
nize properly and loses the trust of the public?  Lucke and his 
team need to come up will a stronger ideology and keep out 
of trouble if they want to alter the EU. And lastly, how well will 
the new Rot-Rot-Grün government manage to bring about the 
changes they seek to make? The safe road would have been 
the CDU, but the choice was made by the SpD to try out some 
unusually new political formations in Thüringen. however, Ra-
melow should still be aware that even a Rot-Rot-Grün coalition 
would only have a one-seat majority in the Thüringen Landtag. 

results of the regional elections in thüringen (in% compa-
red to 2009) 

CDU Left Party SPD AfD Greens
33,5 28,2 12,4 10,6 5,7
+2,2 +0,8 -6,1 +10,6 -0,5

Regional elections in Vorarlberg, Austria
 
Green Party governs Vorarlberg for the first 
time

Austria’s smallest and westernmost state Vorarlberg held regi-
onal elections on September 21st, 2014. The small state high 
in the Alps on the border with Switzerland and Liechtenstein 
is a stronghold of the centre-right ÖVp, which until this year’s 
regional election has had an absolute majority of seats in the 
legislature and governed in a coalition with the far-right FpÖ.

 The conservative party ÖVp, with party leader and governor 
markus Wallner, won 16 out of 36 seats in the regional elections, 
the right-wing party FpÖ got 9 mandates, the Greens 6 and the 
Social Democrats as well as the NEoS each won 3 mandates. 
These numbers result in a break of the absolute majority for 
the Conservatives, which means that the ÖVp relies on a coali-
tion partner in order to form a new government. The outcome 

is a signal of voter dissatisfaction with the two ruling coalition 
parties (ÖVp and SpÖ) at national level.

During the election campaign the party leaders Dieter Egger 
(FpÖ) and Johannes Rauch (Greens) had already offered  to 
cooperate with the ÖVp. hence, the top candidate Johannes 
Rauch (Greens) interpreted the electoral success as a „clear 
mandate“ for black and green.

The ÖVp and the Green party agreed on a coalition after one 
week of negotiations. markus Wallner and the Green leader 
Johannes Rauch spoke of “the beginning of a new collaborati-
on“ and a „milestone” as the Green party co-governs Vorarlberg 
for the first time in this state´s history. The new black-green 
state government was sworn in on october 15th, 2014 in an 
inaugural session. 

The turnout dropped from 68, 44 % in 2009 to 63.83 % this 
year. Vorarlberg is the first of four more upcoming regional pol-
ls and a test for the coalition partners, the SpÖ and ÖVp, which 
have dominated government in Austria for the past 70 years. 

results of the regional elections (in%, compared to 2009) 

ÖVP SPÖ FPÖ Greens NEOS
41,79 8,77 23,42 17,14 6,89

-9 -1,25 -1,7 +6,56 n.n.

Source: red/ApA

Local Elections in hungary, 
12th october 2014

fidesz remains undefeated on municipal level

The ruling party Fidesz-KDNp in hungary won the municipal 
elections, the second strongest political force in the coun-
try is the far-right Jobbik, whereas left-wing parties or alli-
ances emerge only in the capital and rarely elsewhere. The 
Green party and other parties had no chance. The turnout 
was one of the weakest after the political change in 1990.    
István Tarlós (Fidesz) remains Mayor of Budapest with 49 per-
cent of the votes. The left-wing candidate Lajos Bokros gains 
36% and comes in second place with his newly founded party 
MoMa (Modern movement hungary). Jobbik, the Greens and 
Liberals are far behind with less than 10 percent of the votes. 
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President markus Wallner and Johannes rauch, Vorarlberg
Source: news.at ©: ApA/Dietmar Stiplovsek
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In Budapest 17 of the 
23 positions for district 
mayors will be occu-

pied by Fidesz, one district goes to a civil list, five to the Social 
Democrats MSzp, the left-liberal DK, the center-left movement 
of E-pM or an alliance. The Budapest City Assembly is therefore 
composed of 20 seats for Fidesz and 12 seats for the democra-
tic opposition. In addition, one mandate goes to Jobbik.

In 18 of 19 county assemblies Fidesz-KDNp has managed to 
reach an absolute majority. Borsod-Abaúj-zemplén is the 
only county assembly, where Fidesz “only” reached a rela-
tive majority. Jobbik forms the second strongest force in 15 
counties. In most of the communities “independent” mayors 
won the elections, but the vast majority is supported by Fi-
desz. The Socialist MSzp positions 19 mayors nationwide, the 
left-wing coalition 9, the DK positions 3 mayors, the E-pM 2. 
The far-right Jobbik won 13 mayoral offices and another 10 by 
“independent” candidates, who are clearly connected to the 
Jobbik party. Jobbik has not only performed well in its strong-
holds in the East and North-East of hungary, but also won two 
municipalities in the counties pest, heves and Veszprém and 
one each in zala, Szabolcs-Szatmár-Bereg, Borsod-Abaúj-zem-
plén, Jász- Nagykun-Szolnok, Vas, hajdú-Bihar and Csongrád. 
19 of the 23 cities without county rank (all cities over 50,000 in-
habitants) go to Fidesz-KDNp. In Szeged, the MSzp-incumbent 
remains in office, Békéscsaba (64,000 E.) falls to an indepen-
dent candidate supported by Jobbik.

The left parties are disappointed with the strong result 
for Fidesz, especially the LMp has to overthink its strategy. 
They distanced themselves from both blocks, which had 
no positive effect but rather harmed the opposition. The 
36% for Bokros (MoMA) in Budapest show that a new par-
ty (founded in 2013) can still keep up with the powerful Fi-
desz party, even though it has no clear party structure yet. 
The turnout was 42.92%, the second weakest turnout since 
the political change in 1990. A development is needed, even 
though the feeling of helplessness outweighs the will of chan-
ge because of the centralised structure in hungary.  

Source: http://www.pesterlloyd.net/html/1442kommunalwahl14hu.html
 

Joint statement on the occasion 
of the 50th anniversary of the 
collaboration between the 
federal states Rhineland-
Palatine and Salzburg

from left: President of the landtag salzburg bri-
gitta Pallauf and the President of the rhineland-
Palatinate state parliament, Joachim mertes

It is necessary to develop cooperation between re-
gions in a united Europe and an enlarged European 
Union” underlined Brigitte Pallauf, president of the 

regional parliament of Salzburg on the occasion of the 
50th anniversary of the cooperation between the two fe-
deral states, where also a delegation of the regional par-
liament of Rhineland-palatinate in Germany was present.

Pallauf is convinced „that cooperation must be 
strengthened in future. This is particularly true with re-
gard to the development of federalism in Austria and 
Germany as well as the development of federal and re-
gional structures in Europe and the enlarged European 
Union. The cross-border cooperation of European regi-
ons makes significant contributions to European integra-
tion and to overcome the scars of history”. 

In further development of the Joint Statement of 28 Sep-
tember 2004, the Landtag of Rhineland-palatinate and 
the Landtag of Salzburg agreed that the Conference on 
the “European political Declaration of the presidents of 
the Regional parliaments” from 15 to 17 June 2014 ser-
ves as a focal point of their work. The declaration addres-
ses several issues such as controlling subsidiarity more 
effectively, developing the direct relations between the 
state parliaments and the EU institutions, and - as conse-
quence from the deb crisis - protecting the parliamenta-
ry Budget Responsibility.

Furthermore, both regional parliaments acknowledge 
the cooperation in a four-network-system of reigons. The 
Landtag of Rhineland-palatinate developed this network 
with the partner state parliaments of Burgundy (France), 
Central Bohemia (Czech Republic) and opole (poland), 
which accompanies the development and integration of 
the European Union. It was suggested that the Landtag 
Salzburg takes part in such a network, for example, in the 
cooperations between Rheinland-pfalz and Burgundy in 
the field of timber construction.

Salzburg State Correspondence, October 9, 2014

left Party lmP 
commenting on the 
election results to the 
press. 
Source: pesterlloyd.net
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Vojvodina at the 
OPEN DAYS 2014
The 12th edition of the opEN DAyS – European Week of Regions and Cities was 
held under the slogan “Growing together – Smart investment for people” in 
Brussels from 6th to 9th october 2014, gathering over 5,800 participants. 

In its framework, the traditional “Vojvodina Day” was marked on 6th october 
2014, by opening the exhibition of Milan Konjović’s paintings “The Landscapes 
and the people of Vojvodina” and of publications representing the cultural 
heritage of the Autonomous province of Vojvodina, as well as by the perfor-
mance of Aleksandar Dujin’s jazz quartet. The event was organised by the Eu-
ropean Affairs Fund of Autonomous province of Vojvodina, provincial Secreta-
riat for Culture and public Information, “Milan Konjović” Gallery and Vojvodina 
Institute for Culture. In addition to the president of the provincial Government, 
Bojan Pajtić SJD and provincial Secretary for Interregional Cooperation and 
Local Self-government, Branislav Bugarski, the attendees were addressed by 
the Vice-president of the provincial Government and provincial Secretary for 
Culture and public Information, Slaviša Grujić and Myriam Ferran, head of the 
Directorate General for Enlargement Serbia unit in the European Commission.

The following day, 7th october 2014, the workshop “Interregional cooperation 
on sustainable and smart development for the economy based on well-being: 
towards Expo 2015” was held and it was organized by the consortia “Motors 
for Growth”, comprising in addition to Vojvodina, the following partner regi-
ons: Baden-Württemberg (Germany), Lombardy and Emilia-Romagna (Italy), 
Catalonia (Spain), Rhône-Alpes (France), Flanders (Belgium) and Lesser poland 
(poland). The representative of Ap Vojvodina to address the participants was 
the provincial Secretary for Interregional Cooperation and Local Self-govern-
ment, Branislav Bugarski.

Furthermore, the delegation of Ap Vojvodina had a number of meetings with 
the officials of EU institutions, European regions and cities, among whom were 
the EU Commissioner for Regional policy, Johannes Hahn; head of the Europe-
an parliament Delegation for South Eastern Europe, Eduard Kukan; president 
of the State parliament of hesse, Norbert Kartmann; president of Rhône-Alpes 
Regional Council, Jean-Jack Queyranne; Vice-president of Rhône-Alpes Regi-
onal Council, Bernard Soulage; president of the Slovak Region of prešov, Peter 
Hudik; president of the region of Istria, Valter Flego; Minister of Agriculture of 
Lombardy, Gianni Fava; as well as representatives of the osjek-Baranja Coun-
ty and City of Rijeka. In order to make available its European experience and 
contacts to anyone in Serbia being interested in it, the representatives of Ap 
Vojvodina also had a meeting with the representatives of the Šumadija region, 
pomoravlje District and City of Kragujevac.           – PR –

from left: Sinisa Lazic (Director of the European Affairs Fund of AP Vo-
jvodina), Franz Schausberger, Bojan Pajtic SJD (President of Provincial 
Government of AP Vojvodina), Michaela Petz-Michez (Head of Liaison 
Office Salzburg-Brussels), Dusan Obradovic (City of Kragujevac, mem-
ber of City Council for Local Self-government, Regional Development 
and Cooperation with the Government of the Republic of Serbia and 
President of the Founders’ Assembly of the Regional Economic Deve-
lopment Agency for Sumadija i Pomoravlje)

In the framework of the Final Evaluation Report 
for the on-going programme Evaluation of the 
hungary – Serbia IpA Cross-border Cooperation 
(CBC) programme 2007-2013, the project „Sup-
port to Allergen-Free Environment - SAFE“ (ID: 
hUSRB/1002/122/195) has been selected as one 
of the 8 “best practice” projects of the hungary - 
Serbia IpA CBC programme 2007 – 2013 among 
200 implemented projects, having performed 
outstandingly in 4 areas out of the 5 selection 
criteria observed (relevance to the programme, 
CBC impact, quality of partnership, results and 
impact of the project, sustainability, transferabi-
lity, innovative character). 
The project resulted from the partnership of the 
provincial Secretariat for Urbanism, Construc-
tion and Environmental protection, European 
Affairs Fund of Ap Vojvodina, City of Sombor 
and Local Government of Baja. It was worth EUR 
390,349.90 and funded from EU contribution 
with the co-financing of Ap Vojvodina.  
The project overall objective was the improve-
ment of the environmental conditions in the 
border regions (Ap Vojvodina and Bács-Kiskun 
County) by preventing further expansion of rag-
weed (Ambrosia artemisiifolia). In order to era-
dicate this invasive plant, necessary equipment 
was procured and ragweed was treated me-
chanically and chemically on over 7.1 km2. Six 
measuring units were purchased to measure the 
pollen in the air. The collected data was stored in 
the database, developed along with a software 
solution for monitoring the pollen count at six 
locations, and published on the multi-language 
dynamic project website, so that allergy traffic 
lights became visible to the general public. After 
the project, the count of ambrosia pollen in the 
border region was lowered, especially in Sombor, 
where it decreased by more than 50% in August 
2013 in comparison to the values before the pro-
ject start. As a part of the awareness raising and 
educational activities, 4 seminars for agricultura-
lists, 4 for doctors and one for communal inspec-
tors were organised, as well as art and literary 
competitions for primary and secondary school 
pupils. For that purpose, multilingual guides for 
doctors, brochures for agriculturalist and leaflets 
for pupils and the public were printed and distri-
buted. All the project activities were given media 
coverage. The project aimed at providing equal 
opportunities to both gender and different na-
tionalities, as well as promoting sustainable 
development in a healthy allergen-free environ-
ment. It also contributed to the improvement of 
cross-border cooperation with partnership buil-
ding, networking, with joint planning and imple-
mentation of project, resulting in smoother and 
stronger professional relations.

Success of SAFE Project

The current autonomy of the province of Vojvodina was 
the main topic of the discussions between bojan Pajtic 
and franz schausberger in Brussels. franz schausberger 
was recently appointed rapporteur on the EU-enlargement 
strategy and pointed out that decentralisation and regio-
nal/local self-government in Serbia will be the special focus 
in his opinion of the enlargement strategy.

IRE-Chairman franz schausberger attended a reception 
on the occasion of the traditional „Vojvodina Day“in Brus-
sels on 6 october. Schausberger met Mr bojan Pajtic, 
president of the Government of Autonomous province of 
Vojvodina (ApV), Mr. Slavica Grujic, Vice president of the 
ApV-Government and Dusan Obradovic, Member of the 
City Council in charge of Local Self-Government, Regio-
nal Development and Cooperation with the Government 
of the Republic of Serbia. Mr. Slavica Grujic, Member of 
government responsible for Culture and public Informati-
on, opened an exhibition of paintings by Milan Konjovic 

Decentralisation and subnational 
self-government will be of special 
focus in the enlargement opinion

(1898 – 1993): „Vojvodina: Landscapes and people“and pu-
blications on the culture and art of Vojvodina.
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Slavica Grujic, Member of APV-government responsible for Culture 
and Public Information, opened an exhibition of paintings

MILAN KONJOVIĆ, Green fields, 1946.

There is a need for consolidation after the financial crisis. Fun-
ding is available to strengthen the municipal reforms, reported 
the Lord Mayor of Bratislava milan ftáčnik (photo left) at the 
opening ceremony of the xxIV. Congress of The Union of Towns 
and Cities in Slovakia. It is important that regional centers get 
connected with cities at national level. In particular suburban 
areas need to be interconnected closely in terms of traffic and 
other aspects. The Union cooperates with the Directorate Ge-
neral for Regional and Urban policy at EU level regarding an 
integrated approach to urban development with the concept 

of regional cities. The „new integrated 
strategy of Regions and Cities“, which 
was newly implemented in october 
2014, will play an important role in this 
regard. Furthermore, a new Construction 
Act came into force along with municipal 
reforms, mentioned ftáčnik. he spoke 
of the need for cross-border coopera-
tion and the exchange of experiences 
especially with the Austrian authorities. 
  

The Union of Towns and Cities in Slova-
kia is an interest corporative association 
that promotes specific needs of towns 
and cities, which are main promoters of 
socio-economic development. Founded 
in 1994, the Union advises and informs 
the local authorities and communities on 
local political activities, including regio-
nal and local development, environment, 
cultural heritage, education, social and 
health care system. Georg Krauchenberg (photo right), Mem-
ber of the IRE Advisory Board, represented the IRE at this year‘s 
Congress. Two other international participants took part in this 
event, Mr. Alexander Lesigang from the Austrian Association 
of Cities and Mrs. Zanetti from the NGo ALDA - Association 
of Local Democracy Agencies based in Strasbourg and Brus-
sels. A number of experts discussed the budgetary issue and 
other topics with around 80 governmental and parliamenta-
ry representatives and mayors from several Slovak towns and 
municipalities.

XXIV. Congress of the Union of Towns and Cities in Slovakia on 13th June 2014 in Bratislava

New integrated strategy for regions and cities 
in Slovakia started in October
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What do you think about the attitude of citizens of the EU 
member countries and of potential candidates towards the 
EU?

Picker: Economic stability is a major precondition for the deve-
lopment of education, the health system and culture in civil so-
ciety in general, and it is certainly the top priority for all citizens. 
This is the priority to which the EU is able to respond by means 
of its common economic area, which unites all members in a 
quality market which offers fund financing and stability. The EU 
opens up new opportunities and provides new chances, which 
are not restricted to its members, but also include candidates 
for membership and potential candidates.  

So you perceive the economy as a pillar of all the other acti-
vities. What is your opinion of the SEE market, in which Hypo 
is active?

Picker: That’s true. Whenever a discussion is started about the 
SEE countries and their markets, the need to create a favoura-
ble economic climate is mentioned. This should be not just talk 
or a myth, but the state authorities need to put the process of 
creating a positive business climate free from bureaucratic ob-
stacles high on their priority list, with streamlined procedures, 
transparency and national security that are attractive for direct 
investment. They also need to start actively working on this top 
priority.

The markets we are talking about have obviously not fully 
recovered yet. What about the financial sector?

Picker: The financial sector is a bright spot amongst the still 
very difficult circumstances in the SEE markets in which hypo 
Alpe Adria Group operates. The financial sectors of individual 
countries are well ordered, and rely above all on strict and con-
sistent legal frameworks, quality supervision and stability. If we 
look at banks in general, they can be seen to be adequately ca-
pitalized, safe, liquid and willing to invest in the real sector. As 

stress test results show, thanks to their strong capital base the 
majority of banks are perfectly capable of repelling any attack.
As a part of the overall process, hypo Alpe Adria with its more 
than 317 business units in the region, 6500 employees and a 
good market share represents a driving force of economic pro-
cesses. The capital adequacy of all the hypo banks substanti-
ally exceeds the legal minimum, and they are making a major 
contribution to the functioning of the system.

The real and banking sectors and national governments are 
indisputably interlinked. How do you see their relationship 
in the context you have been talking about?

Picker: you cannot have a strong real economy without a 
strong financial and banking system, but you cannot expect 
banks to shoulder the entire burden. Even though the coun-
tries in the region have strong banking systems, other sta-
keholders have to take a part of the process onto their own 
shoulders, for example investors must be prepared to launch 
new investment cycles, whereas governments need to work 
on safeguarding positive processes in the country. The country 
rating and country risk are very relevant for the banks and in-
vestors, but also for the entire economy, because they have the 
power to attract or deter foreign investors and also to increase 
the price of financing. Consequently, banks need to take the 
country risk and country rating into account when approving 
funds for citizens and companies.   
The list of the positive processes which need to be established 
in such a way as to integrate all the economic factors in coope-
ration is not complete, and it is quite long indeed.      

We have already mentioned that the Hypo Group runs its 
business in various regional markets, but your business is 
largely focused on 5 SEE countries. So you have certainly ac-
quired extensive know-how about the specific

Picker: you’re right. That is exactly where our strength lies. 
From the perspective of the EU joint economic system, we can 

ABOUT THE IRE AND THE REGIONAL 
CONFERENCE OF THE PARLIAMENTS OF THE 
COUNTRIES IN THE REGION, 
BRčKO, 20/21 OCTOBER 2014 

You were a speaker at the IRE Conference held in 
Brčko, BiH, as a representative of the project spon-
sor. What do you think about cooperation between 
the countries at this level? 

Picker : DWhat we need is dialogue, and even more 
so exchange of knowledge. For this, we need the right 
place, time, contacts for discussion with the relevant 
expertise, and resources. That is why the activities of 
the IRE are seen as an invaluable contribution to at-
tempts to bring the EU and its citizens closer together 
via institutions. The established model of cooperation 
is very helpful in terms of the exchange of experience, 
and especially so because the whole process is deve-
loped at the level of the national authorities.

Alexander Picker 

CEO of HBInt.

Multi-lingual Executive (10 languages, e.g. En-
glish, Croatian, Bosnian and Serbian, polish, 
Kazakh); CEo in banks since 2004; Managing 
Board positions in Banks since 1997; Banking 
Experience in Austria, CEE and CIS since 1989.
proven success in restructuring of banks in 
distress, planning, implementation and main-
tenance of business processes in the areas of 
Corporate and Treasury, Retail, Credit & Risk 
Management, IT and operations; broad ban-
king knowledge; Successful management of 
legal and operational mergers; Excellent inter-
cultural skills, agent of change in difficult envi-
ronments; Degree in law and Slavonic studies 
University of Salzburg, AT.

Interview with Alexander Picker, CEO of HBInt.

Dialogue and Exchange of Knowledge is what we need – 
Experience and Know-How of Good Practice ist our Advantage
oNE WAy oR ANoThER, UNITS oF LoCAL SELF-GoVERNMENT ARE ALWAyS ThE MoST 
FUNCTIoNAL CoMpoNENT oF ThE ADMINISTRATIVE SySTEM. ThANKS To ThEIR po-
SITIoN, ThEIR CLoSENESS To CITIzENS AND ThE FACT ThAT ThEy ARE AVAILABLE oN 
AN EVERyDAy BASIS, ThEy ARE pERFECTLy CApABLE oF IMpLEMENTING GENERAL 
poLICIES IN ThE RESpECTIVE TERRIToRIES IN A WAy No oThER BoDy IS CApABLE oF. 
IN ADDITIoN, ThEy ARE ALWAyS ABLE To EASILy IDENTIFy AND SpoTLIGhT poTEN-
TIAL pRoBLEMS AND pRoBLEMS ASSoCIATED WITh hIGhER AUThoRITIES. IF UNITS 
oF LoCAL SELF-GoVERNMENT ACT AS CAREFUL oBSERVERS, pRoVIDERS oF FACTS 
AND INFoRMATIoN ABoUT TopICS oF RELEVANCE To CITIzENS AND AS GooD CoM-
MUNICAToRS, ThEy NEED To hAVE AN ABUNDANCE oF VALUABLE IDEAS.

say that the hypo Alpe Adria Group divides its business into 
three different markets – EU member countries, candidates for 
EU membership and potential candidates. The diversity which 
we face in our daily business is a huge advantage. It allows us 
to compare markets and the development rates of individual 
banks in these three different types of environment. In this 
way, we are able to use best practice and established coope-
ration to improve individual member-banks, and we all know 
that cooperation and an exchange of know-how are always a 
good starting point for positive changes.
This simple model of comparing and exchanging experiences 
may equally be applied to the overall economic process and 
other processes in the countries, regardless of their stage of 
development and resources. 
As an example – big corporations may learn from small compa-
nies with efficient distribution systems. Why not use the know-
ledge they acquire in this way?

– PR –
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Franz Schausberger, Representative of Land Salzburg at the 
Committee of the Regions (CoR)  and IRE-Chairman, got ap-
pointed rapporteur for the important enlargement strategy 
2014/2015 by the European Commission at a recent CoR mee-
ting. The enlargement strategy was presented by the Europe-
an Commission on 8 october. Franz Schausberger will now 
prepare the opinion of the Committee of the Regions, which 
will be discussed in the relevant committee in November 2014 
and February 2015 and decided upon in the meeting of the 
Committee on April 16, 2015. The enlargement strategy refers 
to the candidate countries Serbia, Montenegro, Macedonia, 
Turkey and Iceland, as well as to the potential candidate coun-
tries Albania, Kosovo and Bosnia-herzegovina. Franz Schaus-
berger will cooperate very closely with the new Commissioner 
for Enlargement and European Neighbourhood policy, Jo-
hannes Hahn (photo above), in the preparation of his opinion.
  
Improving public administration at national, regional and 
local level is urgently needed
Schausberger stressed that fundamental reforms are necessa-
ry at an early stage in the enlargement process, especially on 
the three pillars of rule of law, economic governance and pu-
blic administration reform. Candidate Countries and potential 
Candidate Countries need to increase their efforts to improve 
their public administrations at all levels, national, regional and 
local. The Commission has to strengthen its support towards 
the establishment of the necessary administrative structures 
and capacity in the accession process. A reform of public ad-
ministration has to be a priority in all countries. Transparency, 
accountability, professionalism and effectiveness of public ad-
ministration and public financial management also need to be 
enhanced on regional and local level. The European Commis-
sion has to be reminded of the fact that 70 percent of the EU 

Franz Schausberger 
appointed rapporteur 
on the Commission´s 

„Enlargement Strategy 
and Main Challenges 

2014-2015“
politics is implemented by regional and local authorities..
  
Criticism of the Commission‘s report: No statements on re-
gional and local self-government and decentralization
Schausberger announced that his opinion will criticize the 
Commission‘s enlargement report, since it does not imply any 
statements on the situation of regional and local self-govern-
ment and decentralization in the countries concerned and 
on the principle of subsidiarity. This has been a request of the 
Committee of the Regions in its opinions for the past years.
  
HTL students from Hallein in Brussels Liaison Office
on Monday, october 6, 2014 the representative of the Land 
Salzburg in the Committee of the Regions, Franz Schausber-
ger, discussed European topics with a group of students of the 
hTL hallein (photo below), led by Federal Councillor Susanne 
Kurz in the Liaison office of the Land Salzburg in Brussels. The 
students were particularly interested in the crisis in the Ukra-
ine, the independence movements in Europe and the looming 
threat of terrorism by the so-called „Islamic State“ and the EU‘s 
position on all these issues.
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Messe Wien Exhibition & Congress Center Messezentrum Salzburg

Reed-Fachmessen: Zielgruppen und Fachinformationen für Ihren Erfolg

Insgesamt frequentierten im Jahr 2013 rund 950.000 (Fach-)Besucher/
Teilnehmer die insgesamt 145 von den „Schwestergesellschaften“ Reed 

Exhibitions Messe Salzburg und Reed Exhibitions Messe Wien veranstalte-
ten Fachmessen bzw. betreuten Gastveranstaltungen. Dabei präsentierten 
12.219 Aussteller an den Messeplätzen Salzburg und Wien ihre Produkte, 
Dienstleistungen und Know-how. 

Reed-Fachmessen sind ideale Branchen-Plattformen, um sich zu präsen-
tieren, Informationen auszutauschen, Auswahlen zu treffen, zu ordern und 
zu verkaufen sowie Geschäftskontakte auf persönlicher, hoher Entscheider-
Ebene zu schließen. Reed Exhibitions schaffen dafür als Veranstalter und  
Organisator Jahr für Jahr die optimalen Rahmenbedingungen und ent-
wickeln Fachmessen inhaltlich und organisatorisch ständig weiter. Reed  
Exhibitions behauptet auf dieser Grundlage ihre Stellung als klarer Markt-
führer im österreichischen Fachmessewesen. 

REED EXHIBITIONS BEARBEITET WELTWEIT  
BRANCHENTHEMEN

Die Mutterorganisation von Reed Exhibitions Messe Salzburg und Reed 
Exhibitions Messe Wien ist Reed Exhibitions (RX) mit Sitz in London. 
RX sind Weltmarktführer in der Organisation von qualitativ hochwer-
tigen Fachevents, bei denen Angebot und Nachfrage zusammengeführt 
werden. 

Reed Exhibitions organisiert 500 Events in 41 Ländern. Pro Jahr frequen-
tieren sieben Millionen Marktteilnehmer aus Amerika, Europa, dem Mittle-
ren Osten und der Asien-Pazifik-Region die RX-Veranstaltungen. Die große 
Bandbreite an Events umfasst reine b2b-Fach- und publikums offene Fach-
messen, Konferenzen und Tagungen.

www.messe.atReed Messe Wien GmbH · Messeplatz 1, PF 277, A-1021 Wien · T: +43 1 727 20-0 · F: +43 1 727 20-4709 · E: info@messe.at
Reed Messe Salzburg GmbH · Am Messezentrum 6, PF 285, A-5021 Salzburg · T: +43 662 4477-0 · F: +43 662 4477-4809 · E: info@reedexpo.at

ORTE DER BEGEGNUNG – WÄHLEN SIE IHRE OPTIMALE KOMMUNIKATIONSPLATTFORM: 

S  ALLES FÜR DEN GAST-HERBST 08.11. – 12.11.2014 www.gastmesse.at
W  INTERPÄDAGOGICA 13.11. – 15.11.2014 www.interpaedagogica.at
W  FERIEN-MESSE WIEN 1) 15.01. – 18.01.2015 www.ferien-messe.at
W  VIENNA AUTOSHOW 1) 15.01. – 18.01.2015 www.viennaautoshow.at
W  COOK & LOOK 1) 15.01. – 18.01.2015 www.ferien-messe.at/cookandlook
S  AUTOZUM SALZBURG 21.01. – 24.01.2015 www.autozum.at
L  FERIEN MESSE LINZ + SENIOR AKTIV 1) 22.01. – 24.01.2015 www.ferien-linz.at
B  TRACHT & COUNTRY PREMIERE 27.01. – 28.01.2015 www.trachtsalzburg.at/premiere

SC BELÉTAGE 01.02. – 02.02.2015 www.beletage-salzburg.at
S  BAUEN+WOHNEN SALZBURG 1) 05.02. – 08.02.2015 www.bauen-wohnen.co.at
W  BAUEN & ENERGIE WIEN 1) 12.02. – 15.02.2015 www.bauen-energie.at 
S  DIE HOHE JAGD & FISCHEREI 1) 19.02. – 22.02.2015 www.hohejagd.at, www.fischereimesse.at
S  ABSOLUT ALLRAD 1) 19.02. – 22.02.2015 www.absolut-allrad.at
S  CREATIV SALZBURG FRÜHJAHR 27.02. – 01.03.2015 www.creativsalzburg.at 
S  TRACHT & COUNTRY FRÜHJAHR 27.02. – 01.03.2015 www.trachtsalzburg.at 
W  WOHNEN & INTERIEUR 1) 07.03. – 15.03.2015 www.wohnen-interieur.at
S  POWER-DAYS 11.03. – 13.03.2015 www.power-days.at
W  WIENER IMMOBILIENMESSE 1) 14.03. – 15.03.2015 www.wiener-immobilienmesse.at
W  JASPOWA & FISCHEREI 1) 20.03. – 22.03.2015 www.jaspowa.at
S  FRÜHJAHRSORDERTAGE 10.04. – 11.04.2015 www.fruehjahrsordertage.at
W  LEBENSLUST 1) 15.04. – 18.04.2015 www.lebenslust-messe.at
S  ALLES FÜR DEN GAST FRÜHJAHR 26.04. – 28.04.2015 www.gastsalzburg.at
S  HOTEL INVESTMENT DAYS 26.04. – 28.04.2015 www.hotel-investment-days.at
S  PRO ENTERTAINMENT 26.04. – 28.04.2015 www.pro-entertainment.at

Eine aktuelle Übersicht des Veranstaltungs-
programmes finden Sie unter:

W  MESSE WIEN

B  BRANDBOXX SALZBURG

L  DESIGN CENTER LINZ

S  MESSEZENTRUM  
 SALZBURG

SC SALZBURG CONGRESS

1) PUBLIKUMSOFFENE MESSEN.  
 ALLE ANDEREN MESSEN SIND 
 NUR FACHBESUCHERN  
 ZUGÄNGLICH!

ÄNDERUNGEN VORBEHALTEN, 
STAND OKTOBER 2014
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